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Editorial…...

Editorial
Well April was a busy month. It was decided at the committee meeting that we would
join the other Chapters who were embarking on a humanitarian aid trip to the Poland /
Ukraine border for the Ukranians that have been displaced by this horrid war that’s still
going on. Thank you so much to everyone from the Chapter who donated aid and their
time. Carl and I had just under £1,000 to spend, so on Good Friday off we went to
Costco and spent over half of it, on to Go Outdoors who did us a smashing deal on
some sleeping bags and a final stop at Tesco where I managed to fill a whole trolley full
of things for babies and toddlers. Fast forward to Easter Monday 1000, a great turnout
from Chapter members who turned up to help. Goods were sorted into boxes, labelled
and sealed and clothes into bags. The box van donated by Carl’s company was filled
to the brim and we literally couldn’t squeeze anymore in. The following Thursday
Ashley Smart and Roger Dawkins arrived to make the long drive and arrived back safe,
but tired on Monday. They have written an article about their adventure which is well
worth a read. Due to your generosity, we had a surplus of donations which has made
it’s way to Oxford HD ready for the next trip in a couple of weeks. Unfortunately we
won’t be able to join this time round as it’s the same weekend as our anniversary bash.
On to the birthday bash, we now have two weeks to go. Final preparations have been
made and a massive thank you to Tracy Robson Common, Phill Poston and Carl Webb
that have made the arrangements, but I must say that the majority of the work has
been done by Tracy, so please make sure to thank her when you see her.
I hope to see you all out and about real soon.
Sue
Editor

Director`s Cut…...

DIRECTOR’S CUT
I can’t believe that so much has happened since the last Pond Life. On Thursday 07 April I
was on a call with the other Chapter Directors and the H.O.G. team. Mark Cutler, Director of
Wolfruna Chapter told us about an aid run that he had made to Poland to help Ukrainian
refugees and was asking for help from other Chapters and H.O.G.. I spoke to Mark on the
Friday and the stories he told me of what he had seen whilst he was out there had us both
in tears. On Sunday we had a committee meeting and it was agreed that we would support
this initiative by asking members to donate. Carl very kindly agreed on behalf of Andrews
Sykes Limited to fund a van and all the logistical costs to get the aid to Poland, a major
expense in its own right. The next two weeks were a complete whirlwind organising and
co-ordinating the donations that were being made by members. Storage was provided at
Sykes depot in Basildon for a short period of time until several of us loaded the box van on
Easter Monday. Many thanks to Roger Dawkins and Ashley Smart who volunteered to drive
the van, see their report further on in Pond Life. I find it incredible that we achieved so much
in two weeks with the very generous donations of not just Chapter members, but also
friends, family and work colleagues. So much so that there was an excess of donations so
that we have had to make a journey down to HD HQ Oxford in readiness for the next trip
planned for May, along with donations from Invicta Chapter.
In this day and age we should not be having to help out in this way, but when you see just
what is happening to these poor innocent people who are being displaced from their homes
and country, we have to do everything that we can. Just close your eyes for one minute and
imagine only having the clothes you stand up in and a bag with your worldly goods in……
This is why we did what we did.
Lakeside Chapter you stepped up to the challenge and did us proud.

Take Care, Stay Safe, and make the
Most of Every Day.
Malcolm

A word from the HRC…...

A WORD FROM THE HRC

This year is flying by and we are in the fifth month already, the ride calendar is well
underway with not only weekend rides but also the midweek rides which are proving
popular with the retired and shift workers. This month has seen one rally and a European
trip already and the Chapters weekend birthday bash to come. If you’re not there for the
whole weekend you can come along on a day pass and have some fun.
The weather has been kind to us so far this year even if has been a bit on the cool side
lets hope the weather warms up as we are approaching summer.

Hope to see you all on some of the rides.

Stay safe
Mike
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Director advised the committee of the death of Judith Ringland LOH and Assistant Director of the Belfast
Chapter, at the age of 49. Everyone was very shocked.
H.O.G. call on Thursday, Amy Sparrow the new Customer Experience Lead for the UK & Ireland introduced
herself.
Problem with H.O.G. Membership renewals has been due to new online bank rules.
Next Chapter of the Sportster Legacy Reveal is on 12 April at 16.00.
HD Homecoming Challenge for the 120th Anniversary are now available.
114 members have signed up, 83 Riding and 31 Pillion / Non Riding. As of 20 April 2021 we had 121
members.
Those that haven’t renewed have now been removed from all Comms channels and the website.
It was agreed that Membership Packs will not be posted at this stage.
The Birthday Bash ride out has had to be changed as the destination, working on a 50% of riding members
attending the bash, the car park would not cope with the influx of bikes. Instead the ride will be attending a
Diner at Hatfield Peverel which has a large car park and dining area. The total ride distance is approx. 45
miles in a circular route
Carl reported back on his Road Captains Course, it was very good and we are doing everything that we
should be as a Chapter.
Safety Officer reminded the Committee that there is still a very real threat from Covid and new mutations.
Director advised about an update that had happened on the Directors call with H.O.G. Mark Culter,
Wolverhampton has been taking aid to Poland for Ukraine. H.O.G. uk AND Ireland are looking to support
this with Chapters trying to find a van, 2 drivers and fill it with donations of basic essential supplies. The trip
will be leaving the UK on 21 April.
Carl offered the use of 2 work vans and to cover all associated costs, but would need approval from the
owner of the Company. Everyone expressed deep gratitude for this offer. It was agreed that we would
support this initiative by collecting Essential Items, even if we were unable to provide transport. Natter Night
would be the ideal place to start collecting with Carl offering the site as a storage point.
HRC reported that there would be no Easter Egg Run due to restrictions, but there would be a Memorial Ride
for Pete King to Norton Heath.
66 members signed up for the Event, however 7 of these have not renewed and 2 are duplicates, so there
are only 57, 35 members have signed up for the meal option.
Phill and Carl had looked into the liability situation and this lies with Waldegraves for all on site events.
Guests will need to sign a disclaimer if riding with us.
The timetable of events for the Bash was agreed.
Number of members active in March 41
Up 21 people compared to February
Number of members new to Chapter and featured in last month's rides
0
Total historic current rider awards for all active members
5787 24 Points awarded
Total for 2021 current rider awards for all active members
860
15% of total rider awards
RIDER OF THE YEAR 2021/22
Keith Reynolds
RUNNER UP
Carl Webb
3RD PLACE
Colin Pike, Colin Coghill and Sue Sturton
Percentage of total awards in from the 10 highest ranking 38%
Newly Awarded Pin
Poston Phill
175
Editor requested that write ups be sent in as soon as possible and not wait for the deadline date.

Meeting Closed: 12.10
Next Meeting: Saturday 14 May 2022 at 09.00 Meeting Room Basildon

As most of you will know we operate an Awards Programme based on the
number of official rides you attend. When you sign in before a ride not only
does it assist the Road Captain and Road Crew to know who is on the ride but
it is used to log the number of rides you have completed. No sign in – no ride
award! The ride is official if it has a Lakeside Road Captain and Crew and it
has been briefed in accordance with H.O.G. rules.

A ride out run by another Chapter or Organisation does not count as an official
Lakeside Ride although there may be an official ride to the start of such a ride
(for example RTTW or the Essex Air Ambulance Run) Multi day rides normally
count for a ride award per day ridden but check with the organising Road
Captain for confirmation.
Once you have completed 10 Rides you are presented with your Ride Award
Pin Badge and “10” stud. Next step is your “25” stud followed by “50” and so
on. Each month we’ll publish the ride totals so you can see where you stand.
Ride totals published this month are until 30th April 2022

Life Time Ride Awards…...

Member name

Seedhouse Malcolm
Seedhouse Lorraine
Coghill Colin
Keogh Michael
Poston Phill
Robson Common Tony
Webb Carl
Bell Chris
Holt Christopher
Shepherd Daryl
O'Leary Stephen
Smith Joanne
Gleeson John
Reynolds Keith
Mummery Colin
Bint Robert
Sturton Sue
Edwards Corinda
Fluck Martin
Revill Ken
Richards Gary
Bransgrove Gary
Bandeira Joel
Bacon Peter
Winters Steve
Revill Samantha
Gleeson Sarah
Collins Steve
Bell Lorraine
Robson Common Tracy
Williams Mark
Yuill Steve
Bacon Caroline
Williams Helen
Ryan Paul

Total

450
442
313
183
178
157
144
122
121
116
110
106
105
99
98
96
95
88
84
81
78
77
73
70
70
68
65
65
63
63
57
56
55
51
50

Member name

Metson Dudley
Griffin Malcolm
Pike Colin
Bint Julia
Bransgrove Shilpa
Poston Ann
Yuill Nina
Mackenzie Philip
Wilson Pete
Winters Shilpa
Collins Kathy
Richards Wendy
Borrell David
Shepherd Kim
Belcher Adrian
Wakeman Les
Smart Ashley
Wathan Stephen
Dawkins Roger
Wathan Jennifer
Daniel Andy
Dawkins Tracy
Johnson Paul
Searl-Jones Neil
Watts Jerome
Searl-Jones Dee
Smart Pam
Metson Ann
Keenes Ken
Adams Clive
Knight Vince
Ryan Jackie
Poston Sam
Szukalski Jozef
Taylor John

Total

50
49
46
39
38
37
34
33
32
30
29
28
26
25
25
23
23
23
22
22
21
21
21
20
19
19
18
18
18
17
17
17
15
14
14

Member name

Andrews Robert
Strong Julie
Rodriguez Francisco
Cusack Alli
Hitching Tony
Gibson Alan
Newbury Karl
Potticary Ken
Menzies Caroline
Taylor Paula
Sheeley Robert
Luff Bradley
Windsor Daniel
Barton Val
Mills Gary
Curtis Colin
Harvey Martin
Harvey Karen
Harris Paul
Gunn Lynn
Sellen Tony
Wild Gareth
Moiso Marco
Page Mick
Renzi Elonora
Barber Reg
Curtis Christine
Lloyd Andy
Brown Jayne
Windsor Clair
Contu Lorena
Pinkerton Graham
Borrell Sarah
Newbury Christopher
Powell Wendy

Total

13
12
11
11
10
10
10
9
9
8
7
5
5
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Member name Total

Cota Edwin
Dymond Stuart
Cargill Martin
Hopper Phil
Cargill Joyce

0
0
0
0
0

Membership Year Ride Awards…...

Member name

Coghill Colin
Searl-Jones Neil
Seedhouse Malcolm
Searl-Jones Dee
Sheeley Robert
Keogh Michael
Seedhouse Lorraine
Knight Vince
Pike Colin
Wilson Pete
Harvey Karen
Bint Robert
Smart Pam
Keenes Ken
Poston Phill
Mackenzie Philip
Harvey Martin
Smart Ashley
Poston Sam
Metson Dudley
Harris Paul
Belcher Adrian
Winters Steve
Hitching Tony
Reynolds Keith
Ryan Paul
Revill Ken
Adams Clive
Strong Julie
Gunn Lynn
Wakeman Les
Johnson Paul
Shepherd Daryl
Andrews Robert
Sturton Sue

Total

6
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Member name

Newbury Karl
Webb Carl
Poston Ann
Revill Samantha
Shepherd Kim
Windsor Daniel
Barton Val
Bell Chris
Newbury Christopher
Menzies Caroline
Gibson Alan
Metson Ann
Wild Gareth
Bell Lorraine
Edwards Corinda
Mills Gary
Fluck Martin
Moiso Marco
Smith Joanne
Mummery Colin
Taylor John
Gleeson Sarah
Wathan Stephen
O'Leary Stephen
Williams Mark
Page Mick
Luff Bradley
Bint Julia
Pinkerton Graham
Griffin Malcolm
Cota Edwin
Bacon Caroline
Barber Reg
Borrell David
Bacon Peter

Total

1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Member name

Powell Wendy
Holt Christopher
Renzi Elonora
Szukalski Jozef
Borrell Sarah
Taylor Paula
Collins Steve
Wathan Jennifer
Yuill Nina
Gleeson John
Bandeira Joel
Williams Helen
Watts Jerome
Collins Kathy
Curtis Colin
Winters Shilpa
Daniel Andy
Dawkins Tracy
Yuill Steve
Bransgrove Gary
Curtis Christine
Richards Gary
Contu Lorena
Richards Wendy
Cusack Alli
Robson Common Tony
Dawkins Roger
Robson Common Tracy
Dymond Stuart
Rodriguez Francisco
Hopper Phil
Ryan Jackie
Lloyd Andy
Bransgrove Shilpa
Windsor Clair

Total

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Member name Total

Cargill Joyce
Brown Jayne
Cargill Martin
Sellen Tony
Potticary Ken

0
0
0
0
0

At times, rides may be cancelled or changes may
be made and with this in mind, we feel that it
would be more beneficial to only publish the below
link to the Ride Diary.

Ride-out Guidelines
Chapter activities are conducted primarily for the benefit of H.O.G. Chapter members.
There are three categories of activities, identified as follows:
Member Event – (Rallies, Multi-day)
Member Events are events that are only open to Chapter Members or to other HOG
Members with approval of a Chapter Primary Officer prior to the event date.
Open Events
Open Events are open to Chapter Members and others. Guests must be approved
by a Chapter Primary Officer prior to the event date.
Closed Events
Closed Events are open to Chapter members and one guest per member. Riding
guests will need approval of a Chapter Primary Officer prior to the event date.
Chapter Primary Officers
Director, Assistant Director, Treasurer, Secretary.
Guest Policy
Guests are allowed to participate in Member Events if they are a current HOG member
and pre-approved by a Chapter Primary Officer.
An Open Event Guest is permitted at the discretion of one of the Chapter Primary
Officers.

Each Chapter member is permitted to invite 1 guest, per event, to participate and
may only have the same guest on 6 occasions in any membership year. If the
event is subsidised then the guest will need to pay full cost.
Each guest must sign a Ride Disclaimer and the host Chapter member must take
responsibility and must ensure that the guest abides by the Chapter rules.

Chapter Merchandise

Please see the order form below for the full range that we offer.

Merchandise…...

Description

Size

Price

Black Chapter Logo Hoodie (S,M,L,XL,XXL)

£40.00

Black Chapter Logo Hoodie (S,M,L,XL,XXL) heavy weight

£45.00

Black and Orange Sports fleece

£35.00

Black Chapter Logo Long Sleeve T Shirt (S,M,L,XL,XXL)

£20.00

Black Chapter Logo Polo Shirt (S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)

£25.00

Chapter Logo Cool Polo Shirt (S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)

£22.00

Chapter Logo Cool T Short Sleeve (XS,S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)

£18.00

Chapter Logo Cool Ladies V neck (S,M,L,XL,XXL)

£18.00

Chapter Logo Cool Ladies Vests (S,M,L,XL,XXL)

£15.00

Chapter Logo Beanie Black or Pink

£10.00

Chapter Logo Baseball Cap

£10.00

Black Chapter Logo Pin

£8.50

Orange Chapter Logo Pin for Year Bars

£8.50

HOG Eagle Brown Pin

£8.00

Pin Keepers (Pack of 12)

£3.00

Lakeside Chapter GB Rocker

Small

Lakeside Chapter GB Rocker

Large £20.00

HOG Eagle Patch Brown

Small

HOG Eagle Patch Brown

Large £20.00

HOG Eagle Patch Gold

Small £10.00

HOG Eagle Patch Gold

Large £20.00

Lady Of Harley Patch

Small

Lady Of Harley Patch

Large £15.00

Remembrance Patch

Small

£3.50

Orange Chapter Logo Patch

Small

£3.50

Orders can be placed at merchandise@lakesideChapter.co.uk

£10.00
£10.00

£7.50

Chapter Merchandise

Merchandise…...

The following Chapter Patches are available for purchase, just send an email to
merchandise@lakesidechapter.co.uk

Merchandise…...

These are some of the Chapter items you can order

The following can be ordered in different colours and designs

With or without hoods, with or without zip

Merchandise…...

These can be supplied in a multitude of colours, round neck, v-neck or polo shirt, this is a wicking
material, ideal for summer riding. Cotton versions can also be obtained, long or short sleeved.
The following Rugby shirts can be obtained in various colours.

Just contact merchandise@lakesidechapter.co.uk with any queries or to place your order.

UKRANIAN HUMANITARIAN RELEIF AID
14 Harley owners from 6 different Chapters
took on the challenge of delivering tons of
humanitarian aid to our unfortunate brothers
and sisters from Ukraine in 7 vans ‘big and
small’.

Humanitarian Aid Run …...

4 of us took the day ferry from Harwich and
the other 10 took the overnight ferry meeting
us at HD Rotterdam. At 9am we set off for
Poland and the drop off. No dramas along
the way but lorry traffic was heavy making
our journey a Iittle longer than expected.
The Rotterdam hotel was great, Poland hotel was, let’s say, like a hostel and our
rooms were occupied so we took over the upstairs rooms. The beds were like sleeping
on park benches, not that we’ve done that before and the pillows were like a bag of
rugby balls.
Visiting and dropping the aid off at the hub was humbling, not enough aid is being
received as the warehouse was virtually empty, aid workers were from various
countries were all lovely, one said, ‘I smile while I am here feeding everyone and cry in
the car on the way home’, such is the caring nature of these guys.
Seeing people strong with their family with their lives in a suitcase is harrowing and so
sad that they have had to leave their home and may never have a home to go back to.
The aid was gratefully received but much more is needed. The journey was tough but
we’d do it again as every little helps. We must keep giving and do what we can for
these lost souls until they can return to their country should they so desire.
After the drop off we visited an HD Dealership then drove another 3 hours towards the
Hook of Holland where our hotel was. The Poland hotel on the way back was amazing,
slight issue on the steaks but sorted in the end.
Great company and a laugh was had by all, we needed to, it enabled us to do it,
everyone was proud at what we had achieved. Ashley and I enjoyed the trip and what
we had accomplished. Here’s to the next trip.

Humanitarian Aid Run …...

Stats: Five days, seven vans, fourteen people.
2400 miles, two days / nights on a ferry.
One night in a hostel (4 to a room, one towel to share!), one night in hotel.
A couple of quotes from the group, “So only 1200 miles to the Ukraine border refugee
reception centre, but you have to drive it at 80 / 90mph in a convoy to really appreciate
just how far it is in a short amount of time”.
"It's like we've done Route 66 in three days!”
None of this would have been achievable for us without the support of Carl Webb and
Andrews Sykes Limited for the van and financial support.

Roger Dawkins and Ashley Smart

NOT THE EASTER EGG RUN

Not the Easter Egg Run …...

Saturday 16th April 2022 was supposed to be the Easter Egg
Run to the Children of Basildon Hospital in memory of Big
Pete King our late Charity Officer who sadly passed away
last Easter.

Instead, we had a ride to Norton Heath Café with 19 bikes
and 24 members, such a good turnout on a sunny day, even
if not summer temperatures. After a briefing at the Halfway
House, we set off on the short ride to our destination using
as few A roads as possible. This was achieved by going
through the country lanes with a variety of twisting roads
some with sharp bends and some sweeping bends. Skirting
around most of the towns and villages we arrived at the café,
which was remarkably busy with other bikers and cyclists.
Food was good and reasonably priced and came, I thought,
quite quickly. A bit of a chin wag and it was time to go our
separate ways.
Thanks to Rob and Keith for looking after the back and for members who came for the
ride.

Mike

RIVER PALACE CAFÉ DOBBS WEIR
This was a weekday ride on Tuesday 05 April, the first one that we have held this year. It
was meant to be Mike’s ride but unfortunately he had a problem with his bike the week
before so was gutted that he couldn’t make it. When we left home to head for the meet point
at the Halfway House it was definitely Phill weather, but when we got to the Halfway House it
was starting to look promising although still overcast. Lorraine and I were wondering if any
other mad fools would venture out and very soon they started to appear from all roads
leading East. By brief time, there were eight of us on six bikes, as someone said, don’t worry
there will only be oldies here as the young folk are working hard for our pensions (thanks
young folk).

River Cafe …...

We took a mainly “B” road route and very surprisingly there wasn’t anywhere near as much
lying water as we expected to see. Even more pleasing was that there wasn’t that much
traffic either. Just before 1130 we pulled into the car park at the Café. They weren’t
particularly busy and we had the choice of seating. Very quick service had us all with a drink
and not very long after the food that we had ordered. The quality of the food and portion size
is very good here and it is certainly worth a visit.
We have been to this venue a few times but never actually seen the Weir, so led by our
experienced guide “H” we crossed the road to see what is was all about. Very interesting and
certainly not what we expected. Yet another great Lakeside ride out with great company and
good food.

Malcolm and Lorraine

MANGAPPS RAILWAY MUSEUM
Having had a tooth out three days earlier I felt like there was room to
put a train in there but hey ho, onwards and upwards gumberdin.

Mangapps Railway …...

17 assembled at the Halfway House with 18
members and 1 guest. The guest was
thinking of selling his Harley but had been
persuaded by Clive to come and give us a try. He had
originally joined in March 2020 but never had the chance to get and
ride with us due to Covid. Following the briefing we all set off for a
bimble through the lanes and ended up with a ride through the
Burnham Bends. It’s amazing how many roads there are in a short
area of Essex.
The venue itself is built on a brown field site and it’s amazing just
how much railway memorabilia there is stored there. There is a café
in the carriages as you enter and we all enjoyed tea, coffee and cake. Ken seemed to have a
thing for the bunny and Sam said leave my rabbit alone. A few of us ventured into the
museum to explore what was there. At a quarter past the hour we took a short train ride up
the line in what would have been a first class carriage, and did some reminiscing about the
good old days much to Hairy Keith’s amusement.

Malcolm and Lorraine

CRESSING TEMPLE
Tuesday 19th April 2022 was the
midweek ride to Cressing Temple with
nine bikes and ten members. The
weather was overcast with high clouds
and a forecast of possible showers in
the afternoon. Meeting at the Halfway
House we made our way via mainly
country lanes towards Cressing. Using
as few main roads as possible we
found some narrow country lanes
skirting around towns where we could
to end up 38 miles later and about an
hour and a quarter at Cressing Temple.

Cressing Temple …...

Cressing Temple barns is best known
as a captivating medieval moated
farmstead located between Witham and
Braintree. Matilda Boulogne, wife of
King Stephen, founded the manor of Cressing in 1137
and granted this to the mysterious Knights
Templar. Within the estate visitors can find the huge
Grade I listed Barley Barn, built by the Knights Templar
in circa 1206AD. It is said to be the oldest recorded
timber-framed barn in the world and next door stands
the equally impressive Wheat Barn, built in around
1280AD. Visitors can find one of the best examples of
how a Tudor garden would have looked. The garden
offers a tranquil atmosphere and a chance to see and
learn about the massive variety of current and historic
herbs.

After a bite to eat in the fresh air a few of the group had a wander around the buildings and
gardens reading about the history of the grounds and taking in the gardens, unfortunately the
big barns were closed due to damage caused by the weather.
Thanks to the members who attended the ride and to Neil and Colin for looking after the tail
end.
Mike

RIVER PALACE CAFÉ DOBBS WEIR
This was a weekday ride on Tuesday 05 April, the first one that we have held this year. It
was meant to be Mike’s ride but unfortunately he had a problem with his bike the week
before so was gutted that he couldn’t make it. When we left home to head for the meet point
at the Halfway House it was definitely Phill weather, but when we got to the Halfway House it
was starting to look promising although still overcast. Lorraine and I were wondering if any
other mad fools would venture out and very soon they started to appear from all roads
leading east. By brief time, there were eight of us on six bikes, as someone said, don’t worry
there will only be oldies here as the young folk are working hard for our pensions (thanks
young folk).

Dobbs Weir …...

We took a mainly “B” road route and very surprisingly there wasn’t anywhere near as much
lying water as we expected to see. Even more pleasing was that there wasn’t that much
traffic either. Just before 11.30 we pulled into the car park at the Café. They weren’t
particularly busy and we had the choice of seating. Very quick service had us all with a drink
and not very long after the food that we had ordered. The quality of the food and portion size
is very good here and it is certainly worth a visit.
We have been to this venue a few times but never actually seen the Weir, so led by our
experienced guide “H” we crossed the road to see what is was all about. Very interesting and
certainly not what we expected. Yet another great Lakeside ride out with great company and
good food.

Malcolm and Lorraine

SILVER BALL CAFE
Saturday 30th April 2022 was the planned ride to the Silver Ball Café at Reed near Royston
on the A10. Meeting at the Halfway House at 10am a briefing was held for the riders of 15
bikes 16 members. We head off on what should have been a 49 mile ride. But before we
could get out of Brentwood the A128 was shut with no diversion signposted we had a trip
around the housing estates of Brentwood before eventually managing to get back onto the
A128 at Great Bentley and continue on our way. We used mainly A and B roads but they
gave some lovely sweeping bends. Unfortunately, halfway through the ride one of the bikes
hit a pothole and blew a front tyre, the tail end made sure he was alright and could arrange
recovery. Further on we met a skittish horse being walked but the owner managed to calm it
down. Arriving at the Silver Ball some 54 miles and a tad over two hours later, it was busy
with bikes and classic American cars as well as a Bike Safe course. Having said all that, we
got a table and the food came up quickly.

Silver Ball Cafe …...

Thanks to the members who came for the ride and for Neil and Rob my road crew.

Mike

Cider Rally …...

CIDER RALLY 2022

It’s been Three Years since the last Cider Rally and anyone
who’s ever been will tell you it’s the first BIG rally of the year and
always
a
good
weekend.
After
two
years
of
lockdown would anyone show up, would the rally still have the
same buzz, would it absolutely piss down with rain all weekend?
Wasting no time at all (apart from picking up Martin &
Karen at Reading Services) we took the most direct route
around the M25, M4 and M5 to Sands Bay (Weston-SuperMare). The traffic was light until we hit the M5 and then 20 miles
of filtering proved to be the most ‘riding fun’ we’d had all day!
We checked-n and dumped our gear in the newly
refurbished chalets and headed to Sainsbury’s (other super
markets were available) to load up with alcohol and fill up with
fuel. We returned to the site and everyone went
exploring the merchandise stands and bar. I booked in for a new
bit of ‘ink’. Two and a half hours later I returned to the ballroom
to find that the Lakeside contingent had been replaced by a
bunch of alcoholic loonies..!! I did my best to catch up while the
bands played and I have no idea what time it ended. Paul Ryan, Bob (Yyyyeeaaaa) and Pete
(Booooo) proved for the first time of the weekend that they could drink us all under the
table!!

Cider Rally …...

Saturday was brilliant sunshine (really, it was!!). After a massive
fry up the eight Lakeside gang were joined by four additional
Amica Chapter crazies from Belgium and we had our own ride to
Bridgewater Harley Dealership. Here we noticed that it’s not at
all cool to show off in front of a Motorbike Dealership with
excessive speed (the bloke on the Indian was wrong and the two
on the Triumph that he T-boned were shaken but no too badly
hurt). The Chapter helped everyone to safety and managed the
traffic on the junction before giving out details for insurance and
then adjourning to the Dealership where no one bought a new
bike!!
From here we
headed off to
Cheddar Gorge.
What with it
being a sunny Bank Holiday weekend you
can imagine that apart from the spectacle of
the Gorge, it was bloody rammed with
people enjoying the chance to buy a coffee
for £10 a time and admire the rocks. We
continued all the way through and up the
Gorge and then took a long twisty bendy
route almost completely devoid of any traffic
back to Weston-Super-Mare’s sea front for
an ice cream on the beach!
Saturday night is fancy dress party night. We joined in with both the fancy dress and the
party! I gave up at 0130 but Paul, Pete (Booooo) & Bob (Yyyeeaaaa) carried on much
longer! Martin, Karen and the Amica nutters (Stany, Martine, Dave & Mario) proved that it
was possible to take dressing up’ and drinking excessively to a new level!

Sunday (and another massive fry up) and the weather was a little bit shit, Bridgewater
Chapter led a ride from Sand Bay through the lanes to the City of Wells and then on to
Burnham-on-Sea. Amazingly enough, while the roads were moist, it didn’t actually rain. We
were greeted by the Mayor’s of both towns and hundreds of locals and holiday makers
waving and cheering. Bloody lovely!!

Cider Rally …...

You might think after two heavy nights that a third was a step too far, nope, we partied hard
again with the 750 other HOG guests and my liver will now hurt until sometime next week.
Bank Holiday Monday’s weather was dry. The breakfast was awesome (as had been ALL the
breakfasts and dinners) and everyone headed off home when they were good and ready.
Just how Bridgewater pack so much into four days.
Two top quality bands each night, massive parties,
breakfast and dinner, ride outs, rally t-shirt, badge
and crap toy and everything else for just £45 is
amazing. The accommodation by Pontins is around
£90 for two people and just easily good enough
after a Biker Party!! It was awesome to meet up with
HOG friends old and new from all corners of
especially awesome to bump into Mark Cutter (the
chap who instigated the HOG aid to Ukraine and
who wanted me to thank the whole of Lakeside
Chapter for everything they did to make this and
hopefully any future trips possible.

Cider Rally …...

Finally, a special mention for Sam ‘Drizzle’ who made the 570 mile round trip on his Iron with
only 296 fuel stops and Vince ‘Hank’ who proved it is possible to eat two breakfasts and
three dinners each day and still have room for fifteen pints of various alcohol afterwards. I’ll
be coming back next year for sure for the 30th Anniversary Cider Rally.
Perhaps you’d like to join me??!!??

Rainman

There are various channels of communication regarding ride-outs and
upcoming trips, either local or abroad - Pondlife, the Chapter Website,
Facebook and TeamUp.

At times, due to circumstances beyond our control, rides may be
cancelled/changed/postponed at very short notice.
If requests are made for you to show your interest in a particular event,
please only do so via the requested means and please do so within the
time frame requested. This is very important and will enable the road
captains to accurately and efficiently plan the
upcoming ride/event

Birthday Bash…...

Birthday Bash…...

Birthday Bash…...

NC500 and Thunder In The Glens 2022
The Chapter will once again be riding to the Thunder In The Glens Rally in
Aviemore, Scotland next year. The rally dates are 26 to 28 August 2022. We
will also be including the famous North Coast 500 which starts and finishes in
Inverness, before arriving at the rally.

NC500 & TTIG…...

We will depart Lakeside area on Friday 19 August and return on Tuesday 30
August. 2 days to Inverness, 5 days NC500, 3 days at the rally, and 2 days
home.
Tickets for TITG are already on sale, to get yours Access ‘Registration’ on the
TITG website: www.titg.co.uk and follow the instructions.

If you wish to join this Chapter ride
then please contact Malcolm at:
director@lakesidechapter.co.uk so that
you can be kept in the loop with
arrangements.

RIDE TO THE WALL
Saturday 01 October 2022 The Chapter will be participating in this year’s Ride to the Wall
(RTTW) where motorcyclists of all types travel to pay their respects to the fallen. We will
meet at South Mimms Services then travel to Northampton Services on the M1 to meet with
the official ride to the Arboretum.

RTTW…...

To Register use the following link: https://www.rttw.org/

About Ride To The Wall - RTTW
RTTW is a unique motorcycling event which gives motorcyclists an opportunity to gather
together at a place of remembrance, to pay their respects to our serving and fallen service
men and women and in doing so, raise funds solely for the purpose of perpetuating their
memory and recognising the sacrifice made.

RTTW Mission Statement
That motorcyclists may gather together and ride as a group to a place of remembrance to
pay their respects to our serving and fallen servicemen and women and in doing so raise
funds for the National Memorial Arboretum, solely for the purpose of perpetuating their
memory and recognising the sacrifice they made.

